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Fitting into the Old World isnâ€™t going very well for Boulder boundary witch Allison â€œLexâ€•
Luther: she may have earned a place in a vampireâ€™s service, but now it seems as if every
supernatural creature in town has found a reason to hate her. And when Lex and her partner are
assigned to investigate the suspicious disappearance of two vampires during the night of the full
moon, they find themselves with more questions than answers.Was it murderâ€¦or mutiny?The
crusade for answers will lead Lex all over the Colorado Old World, from a prison cell for a broken
werewolf to a haunted Denver brothel. And when Lex determines the responsible party, the hunt is
just beginning: something has been awakened in Boulder, something as old and powerful as it is
terrifying. Only the woman with death in her blood can stop whatâ€™s coming.
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Fresh from a trip to LA (which was apparently full of revelations--all of which I have to assume
happened separetly in this novella: Malediction: An Old World Story), Lex notices there's something
off about the magic in Boulder but she barely has time to wonder why before she's being called in to
perform her duties as Maven's "female henchman." As soon as she gets home from trying to solve

Maven's problems, she's drawn into the investigation of a man eating reptile. Throw in a couple
more convoluted plot lines, and she's suddenly trying to prevent a potential war between the races,
all while obsessing about how to best protect her beloved niece and trying to get an a-hole cop off
her back.I actually enjoyed this book a little more than the first one but at the same time, there were
all these references to stuff that apparently happened outside of book #1 in this series and none of
the explanations for why the races would be at war made much sense to me. I'm not sure if it's
because I just don't have the full picture due to the fact that I haven't read much of her other stuff (i
think I could only stomach maybe the first 1-2 bks in her Scarlett series) or because it's just that
convoluted, but either way, this book was a 3 for me bc of these things.I mean, apparently, the
witches have never known their own origins or the origins of their own magic? I am to believe the
local coven eagerly agreed (or the majority of them) to give up all their offensive capabilities even
though they are already so much lower on the food chain compared to the other supes?

I received a free copy of BL for an honest review. Thank goodness it was excellent because that
would suck if i had to write something negative. Melissa Olsen proves what a great writer she is and
with each book she writes, her skills increase.I was first introduced to Melissa Olsen after reading
her Scarlett Bernard series , which is an amazing new adult paranormal series about a null.
Because of this, sometimes i have a hard time warming up to new characters in a different series, or
the same series for that matter. This was the case with boundary witch Allison, or Lex as she is
called now. the first book she seemed too unrealistic at times and a little over board. However i
knew i could trust Melissa Olsen to deliver a great second book regardless , and she did.Lex finds
out in book one that she is a boundary witch, a witch that deals with the dead. and that her niece is
a null(read Scarlett Bernard series to find out more). other witches in the clan are really upset to find
out there is a boundary witch in their town and worse, one who wasnâ€™t brought up knowing what
she was. so out of control powers and lack of understanding about the realm make Lex kind of a
nuisance.Book 2 is focuses on Lex finding more about her powers and how to tap into them. the
story is about the magic being off in colorado and how its disrupting the town and Old world,
vampires, witches, and werewolves. lex has to figure out with the help of her friends (yay! character
from old world novella appears) whats going on and how to stop it and put everything back in order.i
love mystery stories and i love paranormal stories and i love that she Finally added more romance
to the story! the last one was seriously lacking in my opinion.this book is not a faced paced story.
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